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During  my  3-months  stay  in  Munich,  I  was  working  on  the  “ms2”  molecular  dynamics 

simulation code. The “ms2” code had been written in Fortran 90 programming language and already 

featured both Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo simulation methods. The task assigned to me was 

to implement the so-called Configurational Bias Monte Carlo method in order to calculate the chemical 

potential of dense liquids composed of flexible chain molecules.

Since I had not worked with Fortran 90 before, I had to get familiar with it in order to be able to 

extend the code. Getting started with Fortran was easier than I thought it would be, because I received 

all the help I needed from my adviser. This was followed by the understanding of the actual code, 

which was the most time-consuming part of the job. The main problem for me was that the code had a 

strong object oriented structure, a programming technique I have just started to learn and I was not 

familiar with back then. After I managed to understand how the actual program worked, I started to 

gather information about the method I was about to implement. Finally, I got it working for simple 

molecules, however, when I had left, it still worked buggy for more complicated particles. One of the  

difficulties resulted from the fact that the program had such a long run time even for small systems, that 

it took several hours to start producing results and we did not have any results to compare ours to. 

As I final thought, I would like to thank my adviser, Ekaterina Elts, who gave me all the help I 

needed whenever I faced problems during my work and everyone who had contributed to my stay in 

Munich,  especially  Janos Benk and Bernhard Gatzhammer.  I  had a  great  time in Munich,  while  I 

gathered  knowledge  and  met  interesting  people.  I  also  had  the  opportunity  of  having  short  trips 

throughout the amazing Bavaria, an experience I would never change for anything. 


